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Introducing RAP and Rich

• RAP is a non-profit organization providing 
technical and educational assistance to 
government officials on energy and 
environmental issues. RAP staff have 
extensive utility regulatory experience. RAP 
technical assistance to states is supported by 
US DOE, US EPA and foundations.
– Richard Sedano directs RAP’s US Program. He 

was commissioner of the Vermont Department of 
Public Service from 1991-2001 and is an engineer.
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39 Years Ago!



Improving Energy Efficiency Practices for 
Many Reasons

• System Urgency and Cost Management
• Environmental Urgency
• Experience
• Better technology
• Better data and data management
• Policy innovation
• Investments lasting decades
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Improving Energy Efficiency Practices for 
Many Reasons

• Customers, Citizens
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Utility System

• Efficient System Planning
– A resource that can be strategically deployed
– Avoid traditional capital

• Especially peak-driven
– Distribution System Planning is 

a fast-emerging topic with PUCs
• Manage the “ducklings”

• Reduce cost of renewable standard
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Dramatic Impact on Utility



Environment Urgency

• All states subject to many EPA rules
• Many states have environmental 

imperatives around carbon
• Hawaii’s own goals
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HCEI Road Map
2011 Edition



Experience

• Customers make the decisions, customers 
at the center
– Whole ________ (house, enterprise, process, …)

– More livable, productive space
• Efficiency Integration
• Strategic Energy Management

– Raises performance for C&I customers
– With continuous improvement
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Efficiency Integration

• EE plus curtailable uses (demand 
response)
– Water heaters, controllable thermostats, 

lighting banks, etc.
• EE plus renewables

– Zero net energy
• EE plus water savings
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Experience:
Strategic Energy Management

• Raises performance for/of C&I customers
– Coach to success
– Promote quality
– Customer cohorts create scale

• Add continuous improvement
• Requires executive level commitment

– And an energy champion
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Innovation

• Zero net energy design
• Behavioral science
• Design for vulnerable customers
• Agriculture and irrigation
• Financing the cost of efficiency
• Utility side efficiency

– Minnesota embarks on a new effort
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Zero Net Energy

• Design
• Whole building modeling
• Commissioning support
• Tiered savings incentives
• Energy use goal (usage or intensity)

– Factor in on-site production
• Resilience 
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Experience: Efficiency Takes Time

• Consider mix of first year and lifetime 
savings targets for program administrator
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Technology
• Electronics
• Sensors
• Controls
• Smart Systems 
• Heat Pumps
• Transportation
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Beneficial Electrification

• Thermal (heat pumps)
– Grid integrated water heaters

• Transportation (electric vehicles)
• A new wrinkle in energy efficiency

– Adds electric load while reducing fossil fuels
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Data

• More about customers
– Customers can use to make decisions

• More about analyzing data
• Advanced Meters (AMI)

– Communications and Processing
– Baselines

• Grid sensors
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Influence on Built Environment

• For decades
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Regulatory Issues

• Savings Targets
– And funds to achieve them

• Screening and Evaluation
– Updating benefit cost tests
– Updating EM&V practices

• Alignment of utility and policy interests
– Including an evolving role for the 

utility/Hawaii Energy
• Collaboration for innovation
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Resources

• ACEEE
• Strategic Energy Management and Path to 

Net Zero at Energy Trust of Oregon
• Pacific Gas & Electric Zero Net Energy
• Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
• National Labs
• RAP
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Recent relevant RAP Publications



Pace of Change

• Since the early days of electricity, the pace 
of change has never been so fast as it is 
today

• Energy efficiency is an organizing idea 
about deploying innovation
– “All cost effective” is a target for states 

committed to climate change mitigation
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About RAP

The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team of experts that 
focuses on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power 
sector. RAP has deep expertise in regulatory and market policies that: 

§ Promote economic efficiency
§ Protect the environment
§ Ensure system reliability
§ Allocate system benefits fairly among all consumers

Learn more about RAP at www.raponline.org

rsedano@raponline.org



What is your number 1 reason 
for being here at this gathering?

Please use the Orange Post-Its

If the #1 reason is “My boss told me to be here,” 
then your tell us your #2 reason



What would you like to see that is
new and different 

about energy efficiency in Hawaii?

Please use the Green Post-Its
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What is important to stay the same 
about the way energy efficiency happens 

in Hawaii?

Please use the Pink Post-Its
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